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What are Mirror Neurons ?What are Mirror Neurons ?

• Neurons which are active in connection with Neurons which are active in connection with 
sensorial and motorical activitysensorial and motorical activity

• Neurons which are active as during the Neurons which are active as during the 
adspection as during the fulfilling of a adspection as during the fulfilling of a 
movementmovement



  



  



  

manimalbalance needsmanimalbalance needs
 To set a goal: what do we want and where do we To set a goal: what do we want and where do we 

want to go with our animalwant to go with our animal
 To differ between the essence and the irrelevant To differ between the essence and the irrelevant 

pointspoints
 To fortify and to support the ownerTo fortify and to support the owner
 To acquire personal social competenceTo acquire personal social competence
 Not to change the animal, but Not to change the animal, but 
 To educate the animal with patience and loveTo educate the animal with patience and love



  

To enter into a  relationship meansTo enter into a  relationship means

Out of an inner sense of clarity and Out of an inner sense of clarity and 
balance balance 

Acting effectively and emphatically Acting effectively and emphatically 
exotericallyexoterically



  

Animals act different as menAnimals act different as men
 MenMen  are  are  

 MaterialisticMaterialistic
 JudgingJudging
 CondemningCondemning
 Extrinsic temptatingExtrinsic temptating
 Always bribingAlways bribing

 AnimalsAnimals are are

 Acting value-freeActing value-free
 Living authenticallyLiving authentically
 Never forget injusticeNever forget injustice
 Have a strong hierarchyHave a strong hierarchy
 A natural selectionA natural selection



  

The communication processThe communication process
 Men Men learnlearn acc. to the acc. to the

 Law of cause and effectLaw of cause and effect
 Law of oscillationLaw of oscillation
 Law of abundanceLaw of abundance
 Law of resonanceLaw of resonance
 Law of polarity Law of polarity 

 Animals Animals livelive in a  in a 

 Property of stabilityProperty of stability
 Property of perseveranceProperty of perseverance
 Property of fightProperty of fight
 Property of survivingProperty of surviving
 Property of consequenceProperty of consequence



  



  

1. The law of cause and effect1. The law of cause and effect

 Every creation has an impactationEvery creation has an impactation
 Behind a creation is a creator, whose will Behind a creation is a creator, whose will 

emanates qualitatively and quantitativelyemanates qualitatively and quantitatively
 Out of nothing comes nothingOut of nothing comes nothing

 Is not accidentally or simply luck for an event of Is not accidentally or simply luck for an event of 
unexplainable reasons  unexplainable reasons  



  



  

2. The law of Oscillation2. The law of Oscillation

 Everything is moving, nothing stands stillEverything is moving, nothing stands still
 Vacuum compression waves and material Vacuum compression waves and material 

compression waves are nothing else but compression waves are nothing else but 
vibrations of different frequenciesvibrations of different frequencies

 Any thought, any feeling, any wish or will is a Any thought, any feeling, any wish or will is a 
vibration of a special frequency and acting thus vibration of a special frequency and acting thus 
in its content and powerin its content and power

 Everything is vibrating and livingEverything is vibrating and living



  

 Before… Before… and after dogmenshipand after dogmenship



  

3. The law of Polarity3. The law of Polarity

 Anything has two poles, is Yin and Yang and the Anything has two poles, is Yin and Yang and the 
middlemiddle

 As soon as we realise that anything has to As soon as we realise that anything has to 
consist out of that polarity we realise that consist out of that polarity we realise that 
standing in-between we agree withstanding in-between we agree with

 We are balanced in the middle of two We are balanced in the middle of two 
extremities and thus in harmony with the extremities and thus in harmony with the 
universe and ourselves universe and ourselves 



  

4. The law of abundance4. The law of abundance

 The abundance is our heritage, which we earned as The abundance is our heritage, which we earned as 
our spiritual present in any moment of our lifeour spiritual present in any moment of our life

 Only through a wrong spiritual and mental state Only through a wrong spiritual and mental state 
we obtain already an intrinsic or extrinsic loss of we obtain already an intrinsic or extrinsic loss of 
abundanceabundance

 To be a part of that abundance I have to transmit To be a part of that abundance I have to transmit 
my micro EGO to my pure SELF my micro EGO to my pure SELF 



  

Neglected Neglected 
women, smoking women, smoking 
with cell phone with cell phone 
and a very sick and a very sick 

SheppardSheppard



  

5. The law of Resonance5. The law of Resonance

 Identical frequencies come into resonance with Identical frequencies come into resonance with 
each other (Piano each other (Piano  Fiddle) Fiddle)

 Thus we may transmit energy from our self to Thus we may transmit energy from our self to 
something coming into resonance with us something coming into resonance with us 

 Everybody and every animal is oscillating within Everybody and every animal is oscillating within 
another frequency and living within another another frequency and living within another 
worldworld

 The dominant thoughts, feelings and The dominant thoughts, feelings and 
predilections are the reason for success or failurepredilections are the reason for success or failure



  

Un-Un-
noticed noticed 

in-in-
betweenbetween



  

The success of educationThe success of education

 Through professional and correct conditioningThrough professional and correct conditioning
 Has to be gained and not hoped-for or desiredHas to be gained and not hoped-for or desired
 Animals should not be lured and bribed during Animals should not be lured and bribed during 

the learning phasethe learning phase



  



  



  

Animals have the needAnimals have the need
 To have the feeling, that we pay unrestricted To have the feeling, that we pay unrestricted 

attention to itattention to it
 To have the possibility to follow the owner with To have the possibility to follow the owner with 

confidence and being able to neutralise confidence and being able to neutralise 
environmental pollutionenvironmental pollution

 To have the possibility of narrow contact, love To have the possibility of narrow contact, love 
and unrestricted care and brush and unrestricted care and brush 

 To share the food, playing and last been bribed To share the food, playing and last been bribed 



  

The The 
phenomenon phenomenon 
of resonance,of resonance,
tuning fork tuning fork 
and Guitarand Guitar



  

The strategy of communication needsThe strategy of communication needs
 MovementMovement (re vacuumisation) (re vacuumisation)
 DisciplineDiscipline (strictly keeping standards, rules and  (strictly keeping standards, rules and 

prescriptions in a large scale of an educational prescriptions in a large scale of an educational 
process)process)

 AffectionAffection (a positive loving disposition or state of  (a positive loving disposition or state of 
mind or body)mind or body)

 Cosmic melody Cosmic melody (to be involved into the (to be involved into the 
spectrum of natural logarithmic cosmic vibration)spectrum of natural logarithmic cosmic vibration)

 As long as reliability and safety is gainedAs long as reliability and safety is gained



  



  

Many owners buy an animal of Many owners buy an animal of 
one’s dreamone’s dream  

 And the reality of having an new young animal And the reality of having an new young animal 
corresponds not to that what they were corresponds not to that what they were 
expecting in advanceexpecting in advance

 The new young one should be able to fulfil The new young one should be able to fulfil 
immediately the same obedient, heartily qualities immediately the same obedient, heartily qualities 
as the former oneas the former one



  

Buying a horse 
according to 
your dreams



  

The goal for the The goal for the 
rider was to rider was to 
loose weightloose weight

Something else

 happend
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